
kim albrecht contact
me@kimalbrecht.com

languages
german
english

references
on request

education

2010 - present
aaa school of advertising / 
bachelor of arts / graphic 
design / cape town 

2005 - 2008
abitur (german a - level 
equivalent)

2004
exchange student in 
southern spain for one year.

1987 - 2003
born / kindergarten / 
school

work experience

2009
interned at “löwe,
 schwand und partner” 
a high class strategic 
consulting agency in 
hamburg. the main clients 
where the “bild zeitung”, 
a german newspaper and 
“studivz” the german 
facebook equivalent. for 
both clients we created 
new ways through 
the digital age.

2009
working at “phillip 
und keuntje” a german 
advertising agency. 
the main client was the 
“deutsche telekom” for 
whom we created a new 
campaign for a more 
sustainable image.

technical skills

design
i can work with most 
programs in the adobe 
creative suite for more 
classical graphic design 
work (photoshop, indesign, 
illustrator & after effects).

data visualizations
for data visualizations i 
use google refine, excel 
& google spreadsheet 
to order datasets. for 
the visualizations i use 
a variety of programs or 
programming languages (so 
far i mainly code in java) 
depends on the kind of 
dataset and visualization, 
most commonly i work 
with processing, gephi, 
tilemill, html and css.

film
i also have knowledge in 
video filming & editing, 
i am working with apples 
final cut pro, apple color 
& adobe after effects.  

interests

photography
a way to capture 
the madness and beauty 
of life. landscape and 
reportage photography 
are my main subjects.

movies
 i’m a big fan of stanley 
kubrick and david lynch.

contemporary art
my favourite artists
are mark lombardi 
and andreas gursky.

sports
in my teenage years i was 
professional kiteboarder, i 
also love waveriding and 
everything else that creates 
moments of full awareness.

reading
from german philosophy 
like schopenhauer and 
heidegger to books from 
malcolm gladwell and 
matthias horx to the daily 
news about politics 
and science.
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